Service price list
This price list can be considered as a guideline for Auguste Reymond's network of independent repair
workshops offering the type of service(s) required for the customer’s timepiece. Repairer shall have
complete discretion in determining independently the prices it charges for the repair services of
Auguste Reymond watches.
The indicated recommended prices are in CHF. Following costs will be added:
Logistic charge included handling, packing and insurance: CHF 10.Shipping costs:
- Switzerland: CHF 15.- Abroad: according to country
VAT: +8% for Switzerland, 0% for export
These prices can be changed at any time and without prior information.
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Mechanical automatic watches

1. Complete service
Automatic 3 hands
Automatic GMT
Automatic big date / power reserve
Automatic moonphase
Automatic chronographe
Automatic chronographe moonphase

CHF 250.-*
CHF 290.-*
CHF 320.CHF 350.-*
CHF 390.-*
CHF 490.-*

* Recommended price
A complete service is advised each 4 to 5 years and includes:
- Opening of the watch case to extract the movement with the dial and the hands.
- Replacement of the movement or complete disassembly of it with either repairs or replacement of worn or defect components.
- Mouvement cleaning and oiling.
Restoring movement accuracy and checking of the functions.
- Replacement of the crown, pushers/corrector, crystal (except shaped mineral crystals and sapphire crystals), gaskets.
- Restoring and checking of the water resistance of above mentioned parts.
- Case and metal bracelet cleaning.
- Technical and aesthetical final check.
Warranty:
We offer a 12-month warranty only valid on the work done. This warranty neither covers normal wear and tear nor accidental damage or
damage caused through negligence. This warranty shall lapse in the case of any work being done by third party.
Remark:
If not expressly requested, components such as case, bezel, dial, case back, crystal and hands are not replaced.

2. Partial service
Testing and restoring of the water-resistance including following mentioned spare
parts : crown, pushers, correctors, gaskets, tube
Testing movement accuracy and restoring if necessary
3 hands
3 hands with GMT function or big date or moon phases
Chronographe or chronograph moonphase

CHF 80.-*

CHF 80.-*
CHF 150.-*
CHF 200.-*

* Recommended price
NB: 30% discount is granted if both restoring of the water resistance and restoring of movement accuracy are requested.

A partial service includes :
Opening of the watch case to extract the movement with the dial and the hands.
Partial movement cleaning and oiling.
Restoring movement accuracy and checking of the functions.
Checking of the water resistance (and prior warning in case of no water resistance).
Case and metal bracelet cleaning.
Technical and aesthetical final check.
Warranty:
We offer a 12-month warranty only valid on the work done. This warranty neither covers normal wear and tear nor accidental damage or
damage caused through negligence. This warranty shall lapse in the case of any work being done by third party.
Remark:
All needed spare parts needed (excepted crown, pushers, correctors, gaskets, tube) will be invoiced separately.
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Quartz watches
1. Complete service
Quartz 3 hands
Quartz GMT
Quartz monnphase

CHF 150.-*
CHF 190.-*
CHF 200.-*

* Recommended price

A complete service is advised each 4 to 5 years and includes:
- Opening of the watch case to extract the movement with the dial and the hands.
- Remplacement of the movement and the battery, checking of accuracy, consumption and functions.
- Replacement of the crown, pushers/corrector, crystal (except shaped mineral crystals and sapphire crystals), gaskets.
- Restoring and checking of the water resistance of above mentioned parts.
- Case and metal bracelet cleaning.
- Technical and aesthetical final check.
Warranty:
We offer a 12-month warranty only valid on the work done. This warranty neither covers normal wear and tear nor accidental damage or
damage caused through negligence. This warranty shall lapse in the case of any work being done by third party.
Remark:
If not expressly requested, components such as case, bezel, dial, case back, crystal and hands are not replaced.

2. Partial service
Battery replacement with water-resistance check
Battery replacement with restoration of water-resistance including changing of
following spare parts: crown, pushers, correctors, gaskets, tube

CHF 35.-*
CHF 80.-*

* Recommended price

A partial service includes :
Opening of the watch case to extract the movement with the dial and the hands.
Checking movement, its consumption and its functions.
Checking of the water resistance (and prior warning in case of no water resistance).
Case and metal bracelet cleaning.
Technical and aesthetical final check.
Warranty:
We offer a 12-month warranty only valid on the work done. This warranty neither covers normal wear and tear nor accidental damage or
damage caused through negligence. This warranty shall lapse in the case of any work being done by third party.
Remark:
All needed spare parts needed (excepted crown, pushers, correctors, gaskets, tube) will be invoiced separately.
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